
B I N G O

 easy  reach  white  arm  were

 think  singing  planned  tasted  loaded

 tasters  tired
Free

Space!  while  there

 hangs  closer  know  getting  stayed

 waiting  once  come  you're  thank
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B I N G O

 singing  planned  white  tasted  hangs

 while  tired  there  arm  were

 loaded  stayed
Free

Space!  closer  think

 know  getting  you're  waiting  thank

 some  come  reach  easy  tasters
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B I N G O

 while  easy  planned  thank  tired

 singing  tasters  there  getting  think

 loaded  were
Free

Space!  hangs  tasted

 you're  closer  come  stayed  some

 reach  know  white  arm  waiting
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B I N G O

 tasters  come  white  loaded  reach

 some  thank  singing  once  hangs

 there  getting
Free

Space!  closer  stayed

 tired  arm  were  planned  you're 

 while  easy  know  tasted  waiting
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B I N G O

 you're  tired  closer  tasted  reach

 hangs  were  singing  there  easy

 while  waiting
Free

Space!  planned  come

 white  loaded  some  once  tasters

 stayed  know  getting  thank  arm
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B I N G O

 tired  waiting  easy  reach  while

 stayed  planned  there  white  were

 tasters  closer
Free

Space!  getting  loaded

 think  hangs  come  arm  thank

 some  tasted  you're  once  know
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B I N G O

 hangs  were  white  tired  come

 arm  know  think  tasted  getting

 closer  reach
Free

Space!  singing  there

 stayed  thank  once  while  you're 

 planned  some  loaded  tasters  easy
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B I N G O

 planned  were  come  once  loaded

 arm  easy  you're  reach  stayed

 singing  tasted
Free

Space!  know  waiting

 hangs  there  tired  while  getting

 closer  thank  tasters  some  white
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B I N G O

 tasters  reach  tired  while  waiting

 come  tasted  easy  some  getting

 arm  think
Free

Space!  stayed  once

 there  loaded  know  singing  closer

 white  thank  hangs  planned  were
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B I N G O

 tasters  you're  easy  know  stayed

 there  come  tired  getting  tasted

 closer  singing
Free

Space!  white  some

 reach  think  were  waiting  hangs

 loaded  while  arm  once  thank
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